
TN2 March 12, 1973 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Distribution 

FROM: J. D. Redman 

SUBJECT: SEP Data Reductfon: From DSEA to Ofgftal Tape 

The intention of this memo is to describe in a preliminary fashion the 
procedures used fn processing the SEP data to produce a digital fo~t 
ugnet1c tape from the OS£A analogue tape. This memo is •ant as an 
introduction ~d overview of a mon complete report that will be 
produced fn ;the near future. Particular reference w111 be Mde to 
the SEP flight data fi"Oift Apollo 17, and to probla&S Involved 
spectffcally with ttte processing of that data. The complete data 
flow fs outlined fn Figure 11. 

PROOUCTIUM OF ANALOGUE TAPE COPY OF DSEA CARTRIDGE 

The OSEA e&rtf'idge was played back at the tape station fn bufldfng 
12 at JSC (Johnson Space tenter). Two original copies of the DSEA 
tape were made w1 th one pecorded. FM on a 1 "-11 track magnetf c tape 
and the other recorded 011 a 1/2"•7 track tape. 1lte equipment setup 
fll1\lloyed during the playback is illustrated fn Ffgure 2. 

The YCO data (300 Hz to 3000 Hz) and the navigation data (FSK 
4175 Hz ... 4625 Hz) from the SEP receiver, and the 5.2 IH% reference 
signal fGMNted intemal to the DSEA are recorded together on a 
sfngle track of the DSEA. Therefbre~ 1t fs necessary during playback 
to fflter out those three separa" frequency bands and record them 
on separate tracks of the analoglht tape. 

The tape station has two modes of operation designated the test 
110de and the operate mode. In the operate aode the 5.2 IGfz signal 
record$f on the DSEA 1 s used as a reference to cootro 1 f ts tape 
speed on playback correctfag for tape speed variations that occurred 
on recording. Jhe test mode a11ows the system to operate fn a condftfon 
wnere the tape speed fs uncompensated and moves at a constant velocity 
over the beads. When tbe tape stattoo is used fn the opente ll8de the 
level of tM 5.2 KHz signal 1s amt1tored and if it di"'ps below a 
present threshold then the system switches to the test mode. Tlafs 

~ switdlfng from Otte mode to the other produces trusfutl fa the tape 
s~ tMt can give effec:ttve data losses of &ppf'Uimate1J 2tl-30 asec. 
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These cu cause loss of synchronization fn the data acqufsitfon syste 
resultillt tn a loss of a COIIPlete record of 1.48 seconds as well as 
producing false pulses tn the navtgatfon data. It was ob•erved dur1ng 
pl~back of the flight data fn the operate mode that this problea dfd 
occur; therefore 1t was played back again fn the test modt. It is 
this latter tape that has been used fn the major portion of the data 
reduction efforts. 

PRODUCTION OF MULTIPLEXED DIGITAL TAPE 

The second stage fn the data recluOtton process 1s the playback of the 
7 track 1/2" tape on the model 417J) lockheed recorder and the use of 
the data acquisition system to dfgltfze the data. The 41gitfzed data 
is written on an 1108 campattble digital tape and as well, ts made 
available to the Wang computer and plotter for the productfon of plots 
or other data analysis. A baste data flow diagram for the acqufsftfon 
system is shown in Figure 13. 

1 
The system clock for generating the baste timing fn the acqufsftfon 
system 1s produced from the 5 .. 2 KHz reference by multfplyfng that 
frequency by a variable mul ttplier f1"'Al 1.500 to 2.500. ntis 1s 
necessary because the 5.2 KHz wfl1ch was generated by the OSEA recorder 
ts not linked to the SEP receiver ttm1ng and varies as a function of 
the DSEA temperature at the time of recording. This 1s a cr1Uc:al 
adjustment stnce a variation of .11 1n reference frequency fs equivalent 
to a 6 •ee error fn ttaing over tM duration of the 6.48 sec. record. 
The multiplier used for the Lunar dtta for the run fi'"OII the SEP 
transaftter site to Statton 2 was 1)995 at the beginning and had to 
be adjusted to 1. 984 by the arrival at Station 2. This fs related to 
the teauperature rise over the run from 84°f to 105°F wltich resulted 
tn a variation fn the reference frequ'!ncy. There ts the option tn the 
acquisition system to generate the system timing from the nav19atfon 
data. Thts has the advantage of beiPg linked directly to the SEP 
receiver t1mtng but because of the ~r frequency involved is more 
susceptible to errors introduced by '<false pulses. An attempt will be 
made to use this t1mfag. 

Once the system tfrafng has been generated it ts possible to SIIIPl• 
the frequency of the VCO data fn each 33 IlSee. word during the 6.58 sec. 
record. Because of tape speed vartattons ft 1s necessar.y to calibrate 
this frequency w1 th the 5. 2 KHz reference signal. Both these frequencies 
are measured over the same tfu period. The pes1 tfon ef the saple 
time (VCO gate) wf thin the word ttme h adjustable w1 th a 1 msec. to 
33 msec. gate delay and a gate duration of 1 to 7 va> cycles. The YCO 
gate and 5.2 KHz gate are measured wtth a 1 \4Sec: accuracy resulting 1n 
a worst case VCO frequency error of .1s:. The sources of error and 
error est1utes for the Masu~t of tM VCO frequency will be 
discussed in a futu" ....,. These d1gttal outputs are ude a¥ailable 
to the Wing Computer aftd can also be writtti'l on dfgftal magnetic tape. 
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The navigation data is decoded from the two FSK frequencies (4175 Hz -
4625 Hz) into "1• and "0" logic levels. A pulse width discriminator 
is used to reJect pulses that are shorter than 5 litHe. since the 
narrowest pulse width should be 11.25 msec. The bit stl"fMII is then 
demultiplexed to product the bearing, range and odometer updates. 
There are accumulators for the range, bearing and one selectable 
odometer that are output each record. 

In demultiplex1ng the navigation data it ts necessary to make assumptions 
about the top speed of the LRV. It was assumed in the design of the 
data acquisition system that the top speed would be less than 17 KID/hr. 
This allows a mu1mum of three odoftleter pulses to be present in any 
fOur consecutive 78 .sec. navigation data frames. There have been 
cases observed in the Lunar data of both odometer pulses being •oa• 
for up to twelve consecutive 78 msec. periods. Thh would be an 
equivalent LRV speed of 21 Kat/hr. The average speed over any 6.48 
sec. period as measured fl'"OII the SEP data was never greater thin 12 km/hr. 
It 1s possible that there could have been short bursts with the eheels 
spfming when this speed could have been achieved but it seems unusual 
that both the left rear amJ right front wheels would be tarnfnt at 
this rate simultaneously as 1t appears in the d&ta. The source of 
the problem aay never be clear; however, tt has created difflcultfes 
in deaultiplexfng the navigation data. Ancther approach is now being 
used fn which the orfgfnal bft stream 1s written on the digital tape 
all~ng software in the CGBPUter to do the demultiplexfng. 

The dfg1tal tape that is produced fn th1s manner is daul tiplexad, 
end the data fs edited and calibrated to produce the final output 
tape. This tape is then converted to an IBM 36~ compatible fonut 

~:~wrl'tt:!. :~tt~&:~r~~ltl!~~·xtng P!!i!!!L!!!!l 

R. Dave Redman 
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